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ELEMENTS OF C
Every language has some basic elements &
grammatical rules. Before starting with
programming, we should be acquainted with
the basic elements that build the language.
• CHARACTER SET
A character denotes any alphabet, digit or
special symbol used to represent information.
In C, various characters have been given to
communicate.
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Character set in C consists of:

Alphabets, numbers and special symbols are
combined to form constants, variables and
keywords.
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CONSTANT:
A constant is an entity that doesn’t change.
Types of Constant:
a) Numeric Constant

i) Integer constant (whole numbers like 10, 15, 3 etc.)
(1) Decimal constant
(2) Octal constant
(3) Hexadecimal constant

ii) Real Constant (real numbers like 2.5, 3.2 etc.)
b) Character Constant (letters, or digit or symbol etc. like ‘a’,
‘b’ etc.)

i) Single Character Constant (single alphabet or digit like
‘a’ or ‘9’ etc.)

ii) String Constant ( “HELLO”)
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Backslash Character Constants
• Special character constants that are used in

output functions. See table 2.5 (Balagurusamy)
• Such as, “\n” for new line.
Variables
• A variable is an entity that does change.
• A variable is a data name that may be used to

store a data value.
• In programming results of calculations are

stored in the computer memory.
• The computer memory consists of a lots of

small memory cells and each cell has its own
address.
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Memory Cell

X= variable name

894567= Address of Memory 

Cell

10= Constant

So variable names are the names of memory locations.
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Types of Variables
A type of variable is nothing but the type of constant that the
variable can store. It may be integer or floating point or
character.
Variable names may consist of letters, digits and the
underscore ( _ ) character subject to the following conditions:

a) They must begin with a letter. Some systems permit
underscore as the first character.

b) ANSI standard recognizes a length of 31 characters.
However, length should not be normally more than 8
characters.

c) Uppercase and lowercase are significant.
d) It should not be a keyword.
e) White space is not allowed.
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Keywords
• Keywords are the words whose meaning has

already been explained to the C compiler.
• Every language has its own setup keywords.
• These are the words whose meaning has

already been explained to the C compiler.
• Keywords cannot be used as variable names.
• There are only 32 keywords available in C.

Below figure gives a list of these keywords :
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Below figure gives a list of these keywords :
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IDENTIFIERS
Identifiers are user defined word used to name of entities like
variables, arrays, functions, structures etc. The rule for naming the
identifier is same as the naming variables.

DATA TYPE
The type of a variable determines how much space it occupies in
storage and how the bit pattern stored is interpreted.

ANSI C supports three classes of data types:
I. Primary (or fundamental) data types
II. Derived data types
III. User- defined data types
All C compilers support five fundamental data types, namely integer
(int), character (char), floating point (float), double-precision floating
point (double) and void. Many of them also offer extended data types
such as long int and long double.
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DATA STORAGE SYSTEM in computer memory
Int type data 2 to 4 bytes
If we consider an int type data of 2 byte, it would be stored in
the computer memory cell as shown in the figure below:

Char type data                   1 bytes
Float type data                  4 bytes
Double type data              8 bytes
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MODIFIER
To change the capacity of the basic data type.
4 modifiers : Syntax: modifier data_type 
variable_name;

Signed Unsigned

Long Short

Modifier
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Char type modifier                         signed
unsigned

Int type modifier                            signed 
unsigned
long
short

Double type modifier                     long
short
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Combined type
Unsigned short int value 1;
Unsigned long int value  2;

Double type 
Short double 8 bytes
long double 10 bytes
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Declaration of Variables:
Declaration does two things:
1. It tells the compiler what the variable name is.
2. It specifies what type of data the variable will hold.

Primary type declaration:
The syntax for declaring a variable is as follows:
data_type v1, v2, v3,……vn;
here v1, v2, ……..vn are the names of variables. Variables
are separated by commas. A declaration statement must
end with a semicolon. For example,
int a,b,c;
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User-defined type declaration:
C supports a feature known as type definition that allows
users to define an identifier that would represent an
existing data type. It takes the general form:

typedef type identifier;
for example,
typedef int units;
typedef float marks;
here, units symbolizes int and marks symbolizes float.
They can be later used to declare variables as follows:
units batch1, batch2;
marks name1, name2;
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Declaration of Storage class
Variables in C can have not only data type but also storage
class that provides information about their location and
visibility. The storage class decides the position of the
program within which the variables are recognizes.
Global variable
The variable which has been declared before the main () is
called global variable.
A global variable is also known as external variable.
Local variable
The variables which are declared inside the main () function
or any other functions are called local variable.
For example:

Assignment statement ‘=‘ int a;
a=10;
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Declaring a variable as constant
Sometimes the values of certain variables need
to remain constant during the execution of the
program. This can achieved by declaring the
variable with the qualifier const at the time of
initialization. For example;
const int class_size = 40;
This tells the compiler that the value of the int
variable class_size must not be modified by the
program.
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Declaring a variable as volatile:
ANSI standard defines a qualifier volatile that
could be used to tell the compiler that a
variable’s value may be changed at any time
by some external sources. For example;
volatile int date;
When a variable is declared as volatile, the
compiler will examine the value of the
variable each time it is encountered to see
whether any external alteration has changed
the value.
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Token:
The group of characters in C is known as Token.
According to ANSI standard, there are 6 types of token in C. 
They are:
• Keywords (32)
• Identifiers
• Constants
• String constants (“      “)
• Operators and expressions

(+, -, <, /, *,…)     (Any type of equations)

• Punctuators 

(; , , , \, (),  {}, …..)
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printf () function:
- To print something
- Syntax:
- printf (“format specify”, variable name );
- Non printable character: tab, enter , \

Input Output 

printf (“%d” ,a); a

Int a=10;
printf (“%d”, a);

10

Int a=10;
printf (“a%d”, a);

a:10
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int a, b, c;
a=10;
b=15;
c=20;
printf(“%d%d%d”, a, b, c);

int a=10;
float b=5.0;
char c= A;
printf (“%d%f%c”, a, b, c);
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Thanks to 
Everyone

See you in next 
class.


